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Safety on the Airfield for New Members
An active airfield can be a dangerous place if you are unaware of what is going on and how it may affect you. For
your own safety, new members should be accompanied by a club member when going beyond the car park
and clubhouse or when proceeding to a launch point. This will also help you to learn essential club practices and
safety procedures more quickly.
For information however, the following pages will describe the airfield, the routes around it and how the club
member will safely deliver you to the launch point, so that you understand what is going on.
This aerial photograph gives a good overview of the field and our operations.  (Please note that this picture was
taken on a day with a Westerly wind. If the wind is blowing from the East, the launch point and winch would swap
places to allow the gliders to always launch and land into wind).



Active Airfield

Airfield Dangers

Gliders fly fast and silently and can approach the
airfield from a variety of directions when landing in
different weather conditions, (as the white arrows on
the picture show).  Heavy steel cables are also laid the
length of the field and drawn in at high speed by the
winch.  When the cables are released by the glider,
they fall to earth by parachute, often landing far away
from the line of launch due to crosswinds.  Both cables
and landing gliders can be very dangerous to people
who are in the wrong place.  Also, people walking on
the field can put pilots in danger as they have to make
late changes to their landing pattern to avoid them.

For these reason, it is never safe for the inexperienced
to enter the red area in the picture on the left, or to go
beyond the clubhouse and car park unless
accompanied by an experienced club member.

Going to the Launch Point
When a club member accompanies you to the Launch
Point, they will take you on a safe route. Please
remember, you must not walk these routes
unaccompanied until you are thoroughly familiar with
club safety procedures.

If the wind is Westerly, (as in the picture) you will be
going to the bottom of the field (South East end).  Follow
the yellow line.

From the clubhouse, follow the path back up to the club
entrance and turn right along the tractor path that follows
the hedge down the hill, adjacent to Fiddler's Lane.  Stay
on the path until you are level with the Launch Point on
your right.  At this point, stop and search the skies (both
upwind and downwind) on both sides of the airfield to
ensure that no glider is on approach.  When you are sure
that no glider is coming in to land, quickly cross to the
Launch Point (going behind any gliders that are lined up
to launch).  Watch carefully for signals from people at the
launch point who may ask you to stop and return to the
hedge if they know of a reason that makes it unsafe to
cross at that time.

If the wind is Easterly you will be going up the hill to the
top of the field (North West end).  Follow the red line.

From the cluhouse, pass in front of the hangar and then
turn right.  You will see a metal gate in front of you.  Go
through the gate and follow the grass path until you meet
the corner of a dry stone wall.  Pause here behind the
shelter of the wall and look up the hill to make sure that
no glider is about to take off (the wings are being held
level, rather than having one wing on the ground).  Look
to see if anyone at the Launch Point is gesturing to you to
wait.  If all is clear, proceed quickly to the Launch Point,
staying as close to the wall as possible.  (Please note,
you must not walk to and from the "Top End" using the
hardened tractor path).

Stay Safe and Enjoy your Flight!
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